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.Abstract.

z

4i

Analysis of

AvalUation-of an interdisciplinary, process cur-
.

um-for real problem solving required a tool for.

'differentiating that prograres appgcation froM the

-actual ttatments taken by students receiving'moie

traditpnal:alternatives to theexperiMental program.

TreatMentS,could not be controlled or assigned at ran-:.

00m, and these restrictions underscored the-heed to''

distinguish between programs in natural settings at
c

the level of student.learning activities. AnobServa7

tion instrument was develop2d whiCh enabled reliable,_

practiCalVpreSentation ofthe studentsbeNiors in4
both groups. ItS ease of:application and analysis of

-:,.

results were illustrated with data contrasting student

behaviors in the experimental and comparison groups

for two years of data aollectiOn-.--Th6-te-tbitt also

----tefIebt606hanges in application of the experimental

program over two years.



ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS BEHAVIORS IN TRADITIONAL

e- ..AND_NOIN6TRD ITIONAL PROGRAMS

During the last-decade, the''observationon of subjects in natural

settings has received considerable a'tention as a promising technique for

data collection ih educ4ional resear h. In a'single reference, Simon

land Boyer have compiled he most compr hensive collection of observation
/ .

instruments in their .17.:volume anthOlgi Mirrors for Behavior (1967,

'1970a; 1970b), with documentation. bon 9? observation systems, 73 of whiCh
-

were designed for classroomvobservation. A.computer search of the Educa-'

tional Resources Information, Center (ERI )files su§gests that the number-
,

. -

of eXipting instruments for syttematib'bb erVation of classroom.instruc-
t

tion may weil:be'placed in. the hundreds.

Confronting the chaos.which has de Aped, Rbsenshine and Furst

(1973) offered.a very seasoned perPpectiVe t e maze of instrumentatidn

-and research in their incisive critiqUe-of t e state Of the art.:. With' so-
..

mdhy existing systemiwhichyare underdeveippe ,Uhderused, and under-

researched, Herbert and Attridge (1975).even u ged, a halt to the creation
-

---------of-new-instruments.Without:good_reasons to _justi4:their development.

Their guide for. developers and userS.of observatiorf,pystemsistands out in.

. .
.

the literature for. t attention-to the Assue of praCticality'in the im='
.

plementation of a system' and the' dissemination 'of resUltp. Yet, a
t

syster6ihich is difficult to apply is not likely to i4eld valid. measures;

and onewhich requires extensive observertraining or costly. recording

equipment is not, likely to be Used &t ally 8ven'under favorable circum-
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Stances for adoption, d.system-whos cumbersome' to asteMble,:a6-
.

'-

alyze, -interpret-, and disseminate; be used regu4arly-4-,

.

yOndAhe desctiptiveelement in the-resea endorped by Rotenthine'iT

I

and:Furst,(1973,-0.. 127) forlimproving-,e.ducata al practice.

TheTpurpote.of.this-Article-is.to- ustrate an observation sys-
_ ,

teffa).whose :functions, apparently could e served by prior extant'

bytteM. ;00.:1which:is'relativelyeasy,andinexperisive to apply; .(c) whose--
. , I.

J .

ta'can be analyzed ,and'{ by 'educational practitIoners:.'i
...--,,

40 k'

w5.ht special ttaining_or equipment; ,(d)i-,whose kesult%enable.po-
,

. .
,

. ....' tentiallY ighfful comparisons for teacher training or progtaM.evarua.-
. .'

. .

. -iion.,

,

Context ,for -Devei ment

T eInttrument'

The neWibservaiion instrument vas developed as a means for corn-
_

pating the actualinstructional treatments receivedtby a national sample

of experimental. classes using an experiential.interditCiplinary, cOrribu-

lum'in science and mathematics-. for real problem solving, and.itontrol"

classes who were pursuing their regular instruction in science and. mathe-

.

.matics. Entitles a "System To ,Understand the Dynamics-of Education in

Non-Traditional Settings, the r4me of the instrument was fitted to the

acronym STUDENTS,to,emphasize that the focUs of the observation schedule.,

it what the students do, not what the teacher does. In this regard,

,

Charters. and Jonedoffered an important caveat to eduCatiOnal evaluators.
. .

. who. fail to Certify that treatments applied in'exPerimental and control

.

situations differed at the level'cif student.learning activities:

5



'The manifest purpose.of-the teacher's role performance
is tO produce learning in students, but this cannot
:happen directly. The: best the teacher can do is to
induce statements to engage in activities deemed in-
strumental to the covert psychological processes he
hopes td.iffect. It is the student's own activities
and experiences that are most.iMmediately related to
learning outcomes...and it is of no small importance
for program evaluators to measure the school's educa-
tional program as experienced and enacted by students -\

e (Charters and,Johes, 1972, pp. 6-7).
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Determining th essence,of these differences between the experimental
1.

treatment and the comparison programs was a special concern for the evalu-

ation of Unified Science andMathematict for Elementary Schools (USMES)

because of the student- centered nature of the USMES curriculum.

The USMES project-was formed in response"to the recommendations

of the 1967 Cambridge Conference on the Correlation of Science and Mathe-

matics in the Schools. Funded by grants from the National Science Founda-

tion and coordinated by a staff at the Education Development Center in

Newton, Massachusetts, the USMES project has purported to develop the com-

. .

petendies'of elementary shCool students forreal;.compiex problem solving.

The gdal of the,USMES prdjecthas been the development and trial implemen-

,tation of-approximately 30 interdisciplinary units engaging the students

'in long -range investigationscfreal and practical problems taken from

their school or communityenvironMents. By responding tp these problems,

Called '"challenges," the .studentt are supposed *develop their problem-

.solving abilities and to do, so in a'manner that gives theM anexperiential

understanding. (learning -by- doing.) of the problem-solving probess,.as well

gas thel.tacqUisitionofbasic Skills and concepts; particularly in. the areas

. .

1:)f. science and mathematics. Acting only.as-a coordinator and collabora-
.
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tor, the teacher is supposed to adopt a non-traditional, more indirect

style of teaching. Another emphasis of the secogram is that progress to-

ward a solution to a problem should require the combined efforts of q:

group of,students,not just an individual student working alone: While

some work.may be done individually, the USMES approach provides for a,di-.
9 4

visionOf'-labor and an exchange of ideas--a total group effort which

should enhance students' socialization and cooperative spirit.

Unlike more structured curricula which' might prescribe 'relatively

unifbrm student and/or teacher activities through texts, workOooki, teach-,

er guides, programmed instruction, etc., USMES is purported tobe "an im=

portant new style of education," (Education Development Center, May.104,

1). While a series of challenge units and tangible.resource'materials.

have been develOped for USMES, this program, according to its developers,

is more accurately portrayed as a philosophy of education than asia col-
.

Jection of materials.. Each USMES challenge should evolve from the child-

ren's identification of, and action one a problem which.is real and impor-
.

'tent to them. And so, by design, the OSMES approach could result in 'as

many different treatment groups as there are classes usit USMES. Fur-

thermore, the evaluation team could assume that classes in the "control"

group were homogeneous only with respect to their 'non-Use of .USMES.

Since treatments and dosages could not be assigned or mahipuldted

by the evaluator, it was not enough to apply a pre/post control group de-

sign to assess differences in students' cognitive and affective develop-.

ment. Tentative explanations for any observed differences in student'per7-

formance'need to'be stOied as well.
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philosophy is an eclectic one; it-encompassei featdres of the th

risitions expressed by Dewey,' Bruner, Gagne, a others: When STfUDENTS-

was developed, and'eyen at this Writing,'tne USMES developers ha not ar-
,

ticulat a theoretical position on'educating students for problem solving

(Stiann; 1976). However,' most consistently evident in the USMES deVelop-
.

A
ers' written 4tatements about the USMES approach were, references which

retical

called to mind John Dewey'S "five logically distinct, steps".of the-problem

-solving process, his philosophy of experimentalism, and Bruner'S (1960)

conceptioniof discovery and enwiry. ,These sources provided a starting

point for the development of STUD ''FS categories. 'The form underwent

ssive revisions and pilot testing over a period of thr e years in both

USMES and non-USMES classes.

TQ the best of the-,evaluator's knowledge; no other,observatton

instrument could satisfy the considerations served by STUDENTS; it could

be used easily and inexpensively by trained observers to monitor students'

.

verbal,behaviors and non-verbal activities in both traditional and non-

traditional student-centered Cla'sses at the elementary level. Despite the,

intended use of the instrument in problem itirviffg curricula and in7mdre-'
Jr

traditIonalacience and mathematics programs at the elementary.leyel

STUDENTS kaialsO been dsedseffeCtively to contrast student learning acti

vitiesdoring English instruction in public alternative hir4prschools ver-

sus traditional comprehensive high schools in Massaohusetts (McNeil,

1977). However, researchers who wish to investigate teacher behavio,

more directly and/or to study situations in which verbal behavior is ex

pected to predominate should find other observation instrUmentemore sen-
.

s

sitive to their 'purposes.
.

c
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Several kinds of data were collected in an effort to/ditterenti-
.

.-

-----ate-the'nature and intenSityof-treatments4ppliedinAheexPerimental and

control gtoups (see Shann, 1975). .Widely varied patterns of USMES use

were reported by USMES teachers. Furthermore, the distribution of average

t' s reportedly spent on non-USMES school subjects and activities for

USMES classes when they did not pursue USMES were very similar to the dis-

tribution of average times,reported for control classes, and for both
- .

groups, 'the measures of variance in these times were very large. Similar-

ly, both'USMES and control groups represented tremendously variable.pat-.

terns in the kinds of non-USMES curriculum materials and programs they

used Indeed, there'was as much variabily within groups's§ there was

between treatments, except for the fact that control classes had not used

USMES. Only the STUDENTS observation instrument was sensitive enough to

abstract clearly distinguishable differences in the kinds of activities

pUrsued by USMESstudents working on USMES challenges versus control stu -

dents pursuing their regular science/mathematics instruction.

Identifying. Characteristics

As-its title suggests- STUDENTS w4p designed-to monitor-the

learning activities of students in a non-traditional edOcational program.

/

Yet to.enablecOmpatisons between treatment groups for the USMES evalua-

tion,lhe'instrypent had to afford Opportunities to'tally evidence of

.

teacherAirectiveness and tOrepresent what students were doing in sup-
.%

vosedly moT traditional alternatiye programs.

\-,Both theoretical.Andpr ctical considerations gued the selec-

tion of categories of behaviors to include in the instrument. Thev.pSMES
. .
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The final version of the STUDENTS form includes. 29-categories of

.hehayiPrt grOuPed in

f
f ur areas:. (a)nonverbal,,physical.activities of the

rchild; (6) verbal int actions of thechild--with other. children, with thes-
1

. , i
teacher, and with the-class as a whole; (c). more.passive look/listen.be-

haviors of the child; and (d) other behaYiors, such as maintenance, wait-
'

ing, and fooling around.. InTable 1, the 29 behaviors are listed as they

.appear on the form used for data collection, and in Table 2, the behavibr-

categories are described with examples provided.

Ihsert Tabfes 1 and 2 about here.

Use of STUDENT8._

Obserers must be trained in, the proper use of this observation

instrument.': Upon entering- the classroom for the instructional period of

4 ' interest, the bserver.cOnducts seven kounds of obeervation. During each

round, the obt ryer is to lookat;each child as if taking a Snapshot,- then
I

. place a tally 1, or each Child in the behavior category onthe form which
-,,

best describes what that child was just doing., Thus, the number of tal

-lies on each-1'66nd should equal the number of stUdents.'in the clast. Eac

round of obserations could take anywhere from a few seconds, if aWthe

'children are engaged in the same activity, to a-Maximum of five minutes..

However, to attain more uniform time samplings across classes and =a-
,

signs of observation, the time period between the start.of each round is

set at-five minutes.

Y Personslof professional, congenial, ribn-threatening demean=

shoU]Id be seleA as obserVers, and the same person should be assigned

10.
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for repeated Observations in sample cl6skooms so-as t6.minimife the dis-
.1

ruptive or threatening effects on students and teacher which an unfamiliar

_

pergon_canhapeon aclassroom. Prior to training, observers should study
_

the category descriptions and examples, and' the investigator/training di-
.

rector should pilot test the form to determine if the categories of behav-

iors are repreSentative and exhaustive'of the behaviors to be observed in

d
thei study. The STUDENTS form might be tooaified by'the deletion of cate-

gories or examples of behaviors not likely-to be obsery in the new situ

ations, orby the inclusion Of new examples of behaviors more likely to be .

witnessed: CategoryYO, "Reads 'How-to' cards,'" which was appropriate for

the USMES evaluation, might be deleted or changed to "Consults reference

Material" such-as a library book, encyclopedia, diCtionary, etc., to lo-

Cate infOrmation or find out hbw to do something, rather than ask the

teacher.

.:Videotapes of cla thought to be representative of those which

will be obServed in the stud should be obtained for obaiver training.

As ..a group; observers should practice using the form (see Table 1) to re-
,

cord the behaviorSthey mitness on the tapes: The training director

should rerun segments.of the tapes so that observers can compare tallies

for the same behaviors and resolve any distrepanciees in their choices of

categories. -Once the observers can designate with ease and precision the

categories for the behaviors they witness, they should practice applying

the five - minute founds of observations with actual classes similar to

those which will be used in the study. Ideally:this practice should take

place with all the required observers viewing a class through mirrored
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glass. If this situation is not aVailable for training,4the observers

should practice in teal classes, as,unobtrusively as possible, in groups

of two's so that they can check the' agreement of their tallies, by tally,

not just total tallies: Particularly when the observation data will be

used to compare programs, the observers should be directed to arrange com,

parable time slots within the day and within the week for bbservillg the,

classes undergoing different treatments.

Reliability and Validity

1' jhe provisions and suggestions for training in the use of

STUDENTS were made in consideration of the reliability and validity of the

-

data Perfect intra- and inter-scorer reliability has been obtained

during the training:sessions with the,STUDENTS form for the 1974-75 USMES

data collection. The time sampling achieved in the use of seven five-
.

minute rounds of,Observation in each instructional-period should enhance

the reliability of the measuies as far as their is concerned.

The time sampling procedure alsoaddresses the issue oSvalidity'-'

of the data. The tallies should reflect the distribution in amounts of

time students devoted to"each'activity. More importantly, the behaor

categofies as included or modified in the form should represent theldnds

of behaviors typically found in the classes to be studied. This assurance

should be achieved through pilot testing of the form as suggested-earlier,

an through content validation of the form by knowledgeable judges. Other

validity.evidence tat this'observation system revealed student behMor

patterns,which could explain student effectS of the USMES curriculum was
1.

Offered in the USMES evaluation reports (Shann, 1975; Shann, et al, 1975):

12
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The number of times each class should be observed, the number of

.classes' to be obseived,'the number of comparison groups to be represented

thege and other consideratiOns are issuesJor the design of a particu-

.

..ar.;study:and:the purpose of that:particular investigatici6.: In:general,

noweVer, the analysis_Ofata,from STUDENTS requires, only the averaging of

adresS.4oun6Obreabftglass or group of classes and-the expres7

sion.of tsetverage;frequancies Is percentages s of total frequencies.

The percentage of tallies recorded in each behavior category offer, then,

an indicftion of the amount of time stUdents devoted to that behavior ca-

tegory.- Even the unaltered raw data from a single recording form may be

instructive to investigators who wish to examine any changing patterns in

student_behaviors within' a: 35-4nyte time frame. for a single class, and'

more sophist" fated analysea of the data from students can,be.accomplished;
. . ,

too, with.:relative

.4\

Illustration of Results

Resulfa from the 19743-74'and 1974 -75 school years of data collec-
.

9

tion for the uSMES-dvaluation have been selected to illustrate the appli-

cation of STUDENTS. For each year ordata collection,. the sample classes

were chosen to include a cross section-of elementary-grade levels, geo-
.

graphic areas, and socio-economic leveis: For the 1973-74 data-shown, all

USMES classes were taughUby teachers newly trained in USMES at national'

workshops,' 'while their Controls for 1973-74 were classes from the same

school, at,the same grade level, whose teachers- had not been trained to
.
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s.

use USMES. The.1974-75'data'were based on clastes of students new to

USMES whose teachers included across of new and exberienced USMES

teachers. Controls for the.1974-75 sample were matched with the USMES

classes for grade, level., socioeconomic leveli-geegraphic area, and general

features of the school program, but this year the'contras were obtained'

from neighbOring schools Where no USMES was u§ed.

ObSerVers were directed to apply the STUDENTS observation.tech -

riique during the. Fall Winter,and Spring of the 1973-74.school year, with

the specific dates to be-worked out by the individual observers and their

participatirrelchers. Observers were told to arrange specific dates for

the 1974-75 Classroom observation schedule which would sample USMES class
.

time,at the beginhing middle,.and end ofthe units, however long (they

were expected.tb lest, so that observation' times in each USMES class wire

dependent on the durationiof the unit. Both years, the observers were di-
t

rected to arrange ComparatIle time Slots within a day and within a week for

observing each USMES class and its corresponding control. USMES classes

were to be observed while USMES waS'going on; control classes were to be

Observed during their mathematics of science class periods.

The evaluators had expected that the seasonaldistribution

Fall; Winter, and Spring observations during 1973=74 would correspond

roughly to the beginning, middle and end of USMES units., but this was not!:

the case. Many classes completed their units in less than a year's time,

and the USMES project developers no longer urge that:the duration ipf.a

nit be one school year., The variable lengths of time'which-he sample

classes devoted to USMES account in part for th attrition observed in

j.4
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Insert Tables 3end 4 about here

Aia'al..-

*
The figures shown in the cells of Tables 3 and.4 represent. estimates of

the percentages. of tie spent on each category of'behavior by USMES and

.control,groupS, at'poi tS near the beginning, middle, end end!of7USWS

unit activity by USMES. classes.

Interpretation

It was hypothesized that in the,USMES mode of learning, the

:teacher would.havetaadopt the role 00 coordinator pr collaborator,

thet than the.director s role more typically adopted: by: classmom teach-

. -

ers. Students'using.USME.wereexpected-to engage in active, handS-on,

.

"learning by doing" as they pursued problem siving activities, working

'cooperatively with their peerS and. relying less on their teachers fot in-
.

formation.and direCtion. 131/cOmparisOncnildren:in control classes were
. .

expected to.exhibit more.paSsivel strUtturedi teacher-direCted and

teacher-dominated behaviOrs. The STUDENTS, observation data In Teblei 3

and.4offer:some support for these hypotheses, -but traditional teacher.

practices were still: evident in USMES classed..

Teachers continued to dbMinate class activities. In both USMES

and control.clessesJOr both years of data collection, students spent the

largest percentabes of class time listening to end/orlooking_et:the

teacher::Ji3weVeri.different patterns of teacher domination imUSMES cies-

ses emerged Ibt 1973-74 versus 197445. sin 1973 -74, there':were'seesonal
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differences in the amounts of teacher-dominated student activity in USMES

classes, as control classes exhibited a sustained focus on the teacher

(see Table 3, line 26)! Control students spent fully 31% of their ob-

served class time in the'Fall listening to Or looking at the teacher,

while USMES students spent a much smaller percentage of their time (14%)

1

in thisway. The differencds dropped frame ratio of 2:1 in the Fall (31%

control versus 14% USMES), to a ratio of 3:2 in the Winter (30% versus

21%), to almost a 1:1 ratio in the Spring, with no appreciable difference

between USEMS and control classes (28% versus 26%). ,These results sug-(

gested that in the beginning the 1973-74 USMES teachers did in fact adOPt

less dominating roles. However, in the final stages of theunitsi/the

USMES teachers dominated class time to a much greater extent than they did

earlier in the school year, perhaps because they were addressing original

student reports of what was learned in the units (see Table 3, line 19).

.

Jtesults' from -the 1974- 75-data collection showed sustained em-

t. .

IphaSis of 16% to 20% ofobserved!Class time on listening to and/or"looking

at the teacher--fOr both USMES and control clasSes. the'teacher interview

data also-obtained as part of the USMES eveluftion,suggested an explana-

tion for, this curious finding. Many teachers reported; that their in-

structort at Summer 1973 USMES workshops had urged thein,toirefrain almost

totally from directing theirstudents' work on USMES. This report may not

hgte been factual, and indeed the developerssacknowledged'the importance

of some teacher direction with USMES. Neverthelest those teaChersi per-

ceptions were real. Owing .perhaps to the USMES developers! efforts toad,'

.dress understandings abakeppropiiate amountSof teacher directiveness in



1

USMES or to the experiencedleachdx's adaptation o the USMES program, the
.

1974-75 sample USMES teachers expressed more and'more confidence about the

,
.
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importance.of teacher direction at.certain critical points in their USMES

units for morefficient student solution of USMES challenges. Increased

teacher directiveneWin the USMES sample for 197445 may explain another

ypar-to-year differenCe in the patterns of USMES student behaviors: in.:

. .

the 1973-74 data, the expected shifts were found in the student activitiesN:

emphasized over the course of their units, but the 1974 -75 data, littlp

variation could be seen in the patterns of student activities from one Ob-

setvation.to another.

The data from.Table 3 suggests that during' the Fall, 1973 obser-

vation periodlwhen USMES students beginning their unitsJbcused on.their

teachers to a relatively small extent, the USMES students were engaged in

the "hands-on" activities'related to preparation for, and,engagement in,

the data collection process for problem solving. Approximately 31% of the

`'observed clasSitime was dirgcted toward constructing, assembling, and

testing/experimenting (summing lines 3, 4, and 5). Calculating and re-

Cording data consumed another 14% of their time (lines :6 and 7). HOwever,

the percentages of. time spent on these
'a
data collection and6data management

activities by USMES'classes tended to diminish considerably from Fall to

Wintei and from Winter 't.10 Spring, 1973 -74.. During the Winter period,

these USMES students appeared to be spending significant amounts of time

taking part in class discussiofis or presentations (17% from line 22) and,

listening to/looking at their peers (13% from line 23). In the.Spring,

there seemed to be greater diversification of USMES student activities

O
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across several categories; but overtqattention to the teacher predomi-

nated. .

Even though the 1974-75 sample USMES teachers dominated more

class-time than expected (see. Table 4, line 25), for the balance of the

time their USMES students engaged in more active, creative, and self-/

directed behaviors than their controls. During the first and second

1974-75 observation'periods, USMES students more often pursued composition

,writing or illustrating (line 8). Throughout t e three periods, USMES

(-
students engaged more frequently in talking to one another individually

abo task-related matters (line 13), in tal5in

=

cussiOns:aboutjask-related matters (line 15) and in giVing original in-

part insmall group' dis-
.

formation to the teacher (line 18)..

The most-striking contrast between USME8**cOntrol students in-

volved the/latter group!s sustained emphaSis.on'structured,. presctiptive

activities: in their mathematics and science classes for both years of data

collection with STUDENTS. Curing73-74, control classes spent signifi-

cantly larger amounts of time in calculating (Table 3,line'6) and in pre-

stuctured writing (line 5)`, probably for textbo k exercises, teacher-made

worksheets, or in workbooks. These two activities consumed 17% of their

observed class time during the first 973-74 ob'servation period, 17% dur-

ing the second, and 19% during the third. The corresponding percentages

for the'1973-74 sample USMES claSsesvre9%, 2% and 1%. From Table 4,

comparable figures for 1974-75 cmtrol4Olasses (summing lines 6 and 9)

'were 29 %, 24% and 24%; for USMES classes they were 5%; 3%, and\6%.
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More extensive discUssion of the differences in student behavior

patterns. betvilenUSMES and control grdups has been offered in the USMES

. evaluation reports,. MOstsalient to the present paper is the fact that

the,STUDENTSdbservation system was capable of illuminating important dif-

ferences in the nature of the treatments which were actually applied to

the experimental' and control groups-in field. settings. Teacher btlestion-

naireS, program monitoring forms, and class infOrmationforms used in the

U$MES.evaluation had revealed'great variety in the nature.and intensity of
.

the uncontrolled, self-selected t;patments which the groups received. As.g,

signments. could not be controlled by theevaluatoi. Only from the

STUDENTS observation data could one abstract meaningful differences h
. .

kinds of activitiesrtually pursued by USMES versus control students-.

Increasingly, educational practitioners have voiced a need for

evaluation,piocedures which can be applied easily and inexpensively in na-

,

`tural classroom settings with minimal disruption to the instructional pro-
:.

cess. The obsgrvation procedure called'STUDENTS has been offered as an

instrument of data collection which meets these practical considerations,

and yet is sensitive enough to compare a student - centered, process-

oriented'cUrriculum with4ts more traditional alternatives, encopiaging,

, . .

more. sensitive research into relationships betwpenstudent

vities and student performance.
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Recording Form for STUDENTS to Tally Seven 5--.minute. Rounds of Observation

Teacher

School

.r
Date

# Students

Observer

USMES /Control. Unit/Subject

m
w
1-4

14

i-,

c.3

<

easures.
r

r - .

Counts

,
1,-. .

A I.

Construct

! .

,

Assembles'
_

...--,

Tests/Experiment
.

.

.

Calculates

,

Records data.

Writescontrates
Writet (Ore-s ructured)

Reads How-to Cardsl:Plays Tapes

.

.

Reads - task
..

Free reading, writing, drawing
c- ..

Messes around with materials
.

cn

.

_

=
c.)

.

Talks to another - task

Talks to another - social
.

Takes:part.in small group disCussion -
-

task
,.

,

,

-

Takes part_ in small. groUp discussion -

,social i .

gd ,41.vbs' pre-structured infoNto.teache

.Gives original info to teachers..- task
Y.4. . .

.

SiekS.information from 'teacher
7. .

t

Talks to- teacher 'social:

es part in Clasa .discussion or pre=
.se kion :.

- .

,...

'''. Listen/look at child

. .

Listen716ok at small, groupS

Listen /look at class

.

Listen /look -at teacher/licture/film.

n ColleCting materials/maintenance
.

Resting/waiting /fooling around
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Table 2

Desc5Wibns and ExaMpleg.of STUDENTS Behavior Categories
. , .

.-,

L

BehaVior Category. Description and Examples

Activities

MEASURES: An instrument is used to measure distance, weight, volum
timer A measurement is read from a continuous scale.

piamisizi;: . . 4
Timing with a stopwatch. -

Measuring-a bprad with a yard stick.
Measuring the length of a'sidewalk withstring.
Weighing a person on a scale. 1°

Measuring ounces-of a soft drink in a measuring cup.
Measuring amounts with measuring spoons.
MeaSuring length with a. trundle wheel.

Using .a tapemeaiure.to meas re a person't height.
.

Using a classroom clock foi g.

Using an eggtimer. : .

Measiuing weather conditions with a barometer, thermometer:or
rain gauge.

or

COUNTS: Quantities\orjrequencies are cohnted.

e

Examples:. . .

-Counting.:the number of p eces of metal w4i.ch can be picked up by

'a magnet.
,people going through the'lUeh line.
white Cuisenaire Rods which equal an

-

cars driving through an intersection.
squares on apiece of graph paper. ,.
times,a pencil can be sharpened.

.

persons with a particular eye color.
.children with freckles.

Counting the
Counting the

orange rod
Counting the
Countingthe
Counting:the
Counting the.

Counting the
Countingthe

number of
number 'of

number of
"'nurser of

number of
number of
number of
frecklesl

Counting beans, scissors or books.
Counting 2!s, 5!s,--'or 10's.

. CONSTRUCTS Physical components are put together to create
is built or made from scratch..

Atchair is built.
7 A softdrink.is mixed.
'A musterybox is made.
A mobile is made.
An irrigation'system is made.
Ingredients are Mixed.'

r

a whole. Something



CONSTRUCTS: '(cont.-)

Sandals are mixed.
Something is hammered together.

An apron is sewed together..
Life-size puppets are made.

. Wood -is-cut.

Cement ismmixed.
.I

ASSEMBLES: Pre-cut or manufactured materials are asserriblid. A plan, set of
instructions or recipe is followed.

Examples:
14

A plastic 'model airganesis assembled.
A geometric form is made from pre-cut paper shapes.
ft light switch is made from electrical components.
.A barometer is made from a science kit.
.Stamps are. glued into 'a stamp album.

A jigsaw puzzle is put together. -

'Bones are put together.
A circuit is assembled according to a plan.

TESTS/EXPERIMENTS: An experiment is performed'and dattlis -collected.

Examples:

A aofi7drinkjs tested for taste appeal. .

.Water is tested:with litmus paper.'

A circuit is'teated to see if a.l.ight will-turn on.

AcirhA is tested to, see ifitiS%the right'size.
Paper towelsara:p011ed 'to test atrength,t. ,

A blindfold taste test is run:
"CksLare Scratched to determine hardness.
atUre mold is:grown on'wei bread.

A bottle of licipisshaken.tnaee if it fizzes.,
Itamsaredropped4nWater to see if they float.!

CALCULATES: Arithmetic is done (addition, subtraction, multiplication and

division). Include math done in math workbooks.

Examples:
- Sums -Are. added.

Division is done on a Want calculator.
Frequencies are totaled. -

jards are conv'erted to beet.
"ultiplication problems are done.

RECORDS DATA: A record is made of raw data.

'Examples:
Thenumber of people: crossing an intersection is recorded.
A tape recording is made of,noiserin..a lunchroom.

24
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RECORB;.DATA: (cont.)

PfCtures are taken of allthe different animals for a report on
the Oo.

.

.

A record is' made of the number of times a die turns up three.
The height" of a person. 4-f recorded.

Amip is drawn of:an intersection.'
A record. Ss kepti,of weather InforMation..

Suggestions are written on the blackboard:

7 An
C

inventory is made.
ofA.desCriftion ot an ,experiment is recorded. .;.

Physical charaCteristics are tallied.

WRITES COMPOSITION /ILLUSTRATES :' An -original composition or illustration i
Created.in connection with school ,Work o a

class assignment'. (Inches graph g wh n,

;
the graph

.
asummarizeand illustrate fin ings.)t

Examples: 7story/is written.

i
.

picppre is painted.
book report is written.

A'graph is drawn.
A play is written. ,.

Future field trips are mapped.
Self-portraits are drawn. ,

Letters are written in connection with the class proiect.
Social studies reports are written.
Advertisements are written.
Essay_tests are taken.
Captain Cook's voyage is plotted*on a map.
A histogram is drawn.

WRITES (PRE - STRUCTURED): Writting is done in. workbooks oron.worksheets.
Pre- structured questions are answered in writing.

Examples:
Blanks in 4 reading workbook are filled.
A worksheet is coMpleted.,

A poem is copied.
Spelling. words are written from dictation.
A questionnaire is filled out.
References are copied. -

Word. definitions are copied.,
A true-false test is taken.
A.map'is traced.

READS.HOW-TO CARDS AND PLAYS HOW-TO TAPES: USMES How-Tocards and/or tapes
are used.



READS - TASK: Readinkis done in connection with school work or a class
assignment.

..
Examples:

A reference book is consulted.
A text book is read.
A table of weights and measures read.

A magazine is read.
Instructions are read.
A newspaper is read for weather forecast and "current events."

FREE RENDING, WRITIN6,..'DRAWING: 'Fr e time. is used -for 'reading; writing oz
. . .

or- awing (NON,TASKs). , ',-

Examples: .
.A poem is written.

A letter is written.
A*rossword puzzle is done. 4

A landacape is paihted.
r

A novel. ts read.
. 1-

..

MESSES AROUND WITH MATERIALS: Although. the child manipulates USMES <or non-
USMES) materials, the purpose of his behavior.
is not appaitont.

Examples:
Blocks are
Clay is pounded.
Buzzers-are rung.
Etc.

. .

INTERACTIONS.

The child's 2....._redo at.the time of observaCion may be.verbal
interaction with another person or a group'of.people. The observer needs-to

. .

discriminate between the following' categories.

CHILD PTO CHILDREN-CATEGORIES:

TALK TO ANOTHER --TASK: The.child talks with another Child about the .task.

TALK TO ANOTHER - SOCIAL: The child talks wlih another child socially.

TAKES PART IN SMALL :' GROUP 'DISCUSSION - 'TASK: The child talki in a group

about the task.

TAKES PART IN SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION - SOCIAL: The child -talks in a group

about social, non-task topics.



CHILD TO TEACHER CATEGORIES:

GIVES PRE- STRUCTURED INFORMATION TO TEACHER: 'The child responds to the
teacher' according to a pre-structured format.

GiVES: ORIGINAL INFORMATION TO TEACHER:' The chi Id talks with or to the
teacher aliout the task.

SEEKS INFORMATION FROM TEACHER: The. child seeks information from the
teacher, questions the teacher.

. " .

TALKS -TO,TEACHER - SOCIAL: The child talks with the teacher socially.

'TAKES PART IN CLASS DISCUSSION OR PRESENTATION:c ' The child takes part in
a class discussion or giy7s7 pae7iii to the class.

.

. LISTEN/LOOK:

!,'

O

LISTEN/LOOK - AT CHILD: The child attends to another Child.

LISTEN/LOOK =, AT SMALL GROUP: The ;khild, observei;looks.on in

LISTEN/L061(..;; AT,CLASS: The child observes, looks on during a
114'7 act iv ity.

- .

:LISTEN/LOOK AT TEACHER/LECTUFIE/PILMI The child attends to' '6. teactier, a
lecture or .a film....

a group setting.

total.!clais

..., . ,.. . i.... ,

COLLECTING. MATERIALS/MAINTENANCE:
Materials..are colleCpe&Or equipMent is

;:.,maintained.: ' '.
, ,.

.EicarnpleS: :::!. ' °-

A 'pencil iS sharpened: ;..71, .

Supplies for pairkting',,are,: gathered together...

RESTING/WAITING/FOOLING AROUND/ATTENDING 'JO SOMETHING: OUTSIDE'. THE`;,.
The child is not actively InvolVed.-in.learning or free-tirae;.at,tivities.'
The child is'phased out or distratjed.



Table .3

SIUDENTS.Observation Data, from the 1971.r74 USMES Evaluation

Observation Period FALL WINTER SPRING

Treatment Group
,

USMES
Imp: Control

USMES USMES.

Dev. Imp. Control

.USMES

Imp. Control

Number' of Classes (10) (10) : (14) (.7) (6) (5) (3)

t gtigory of Student Behavior ^Percentages of Tallies in Each Category

1. Measures
. -

1.2 , 0.0 1.8 2.0 0.0 . 2.5 0.0

2. Counts 040 0.4 1.2 0.9 0.0 _ 0.9 0.0.

3. Constructs . 7.9 0.4 11.6 .0 3.0 2.8 0.6

4. Assembles 4.5 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 1.8* 0.0,

5. Tests/Eiperiments 18.4 0.8 1.3 2.1 5.7 4.0 0.0

6. Calculates 8.2 11.7 0.9 1.9 10.6 0.6 12.7'

7. Records Data 6.2. 1.8 1.1 6;5 0.2 2.3 0.0

8. Writes/Illustrates 0.2 0.2 5.6 2.5 4.1 3.9 0.0

9...Writes (pre-structured) 0.4 5.7 2.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 6.3

10. Reads How-To-Cards 0.2 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0

11. Reads-Task 0.1 1.9 2.8 4.7 0.8 4.3 0.0

'12. Free Heading, Writing, Drawing 6.5 0.9 3.4 2.2 1.2 1.2 0.6

13. °Messes Around with Materials' 1.1 1.2 1.3 0.1 0.9 '1.4 0.0

14. Talks to Another-Task . 2.2 1.0 2.8 3.2 3.5 4.6 3.9

15. Talks to Another-Social 3.8 '4.7 1.5 3.2 7.2 4.1 8.0,

16. Small Group-Task 2.3 0.3 12.4 0.0 1.4 1.4 0.0

17. Small Group-Social 1.1 1.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

18. Gives 'Pre-structured Info to 0.6 1.5 0.5 1.0 ' 2.3 1.8 9.4

Teacher'

19. Gives Original Info to Teacher
.

3.3 0.8 1.3 2.2 1.7 6.1 0.0
. ,

20. .'" Seeks Info from Teacher 2.9 3.5 2.0. 1.7 2.7 2.6 3.2

21. Talks to Teacher, Social 0.2 0.4 0.3 2.3 0.0 0.1 0.0

22. Takes. Part in Class Discussion, 4.9 11.2 6.7 17:1 4.4 8.7 10.7

Presentation

23. . Listen/Look at Child 7.3 1.9 4.8 13.2 4.2 , 2.7 2.3

24. Listen/Look at Small Group 1.4 7.2 1.2 2:1 1.2 0.3 q11.0

25. Listen/Look.'at Chas 2.3 2.6 7.2 II. 3.2 0.4
,vvp

0.5 1.9

26. Listen/Loolf, at Teacher. 14.4, 31.0 .. 13.2 "i' 21:0 30.1 28.4 026.3

27, Collectingliater
1
all Maintenanie " 2.6 4.6 4.2 0.7 2.0 .a.

o,.-
% 2 8 3 5' ''

284' Resiing/Weiting/Foolin Around 2.2 2.6 4.9- 6.2. 9.1 10.3=- 11.1

Total .Peiceneages . 100.1 ,. 100.2 100.0 100.0 99.8 .100.2 99.9



Table 4

STUDENTS Observation Data prom the 1974 -75 USBESEyaluation

'Observation Period
Beginning
of Unit.

Middle End,
of Unit of Unit

TreatMent'Grou

Number of ClasSes..

USMES Con..rol

(:i) (27)

VSMES 'Control USMES Control

(26)' (221 .(24)

Category' of. Student Behavior

1. MeasUies

2. Counts.

3. Constructs/ ssembles

4. Graphs

5.. Tests/ xperiments

6. Calculates

7. Records Data

8. Writes comPositiordillustratts

9. Writes (prestructured)

10. _Reads How-to-cards,

11. Reads (prestructured)

12. 'Free. Reading

Tilks to another-task

14. Talks to another-social

15. Takei Part in small group discussion-task

16: Takes part in small group niscuSSion-secial

17. GiVei prestructured information to teacher

ffi. Gives original information to teacher'.

:19.: Seeks iriLormation from teacher

20: Talks to tiacher-soCial.

21. Takes part in class diSCUss'On ar pre -
sentation

22. tiSten/look at child

23. Listen/lnok at small group

24. Listen /look at class

25. Listen/lnOk at teacher

26. LiSten/look at film or AV 'Materials

27. Collecting materials/maintenance.

28.. 'llesting/waiting.

29. Fooling around

vs tapes:

TO PERCENTAGES

-Percentars nf :Tatlies in Each Category

1.6 -0.1

0.1 1.1

o.0 0.6

2.2 1.0

2.3 0.6

1.9. 17.2

.4 1.0

J.2 2.9

0.3 0.0

2.7 6.0

0.7 1.1

(.6 3.4

'.4 5.2

7.6 1.5

1.8 0.6

C.9 2.8

3.1 41/2

2.8 3.7

C.4 0.1

1.4

4.3.- 4.6

2.5 0.9

1.8

19.4 IA.5.

0.j. ,2.4

2.6 2.2

6.4 7.0

2.9

1.6 0.0

' 0.5.

'1:9

0.3

0.0 '6.9-

'1.1' 0.0. 0.9

2.7 1.5

0.4 13.6 0,3

2.7 .).0 2.3

7.4 2.2 0 5

.2.5 111.b .2

0.0 0.0

I.1 13.4 3.

1.5 :1.0

5.7 3.7 5.7

, 3.4 4.6

1.3 4.6.

0.8 1.4 2.2

'0.8 1.5 1.1

'3.0 0.8. 3.8

1.'7 2.1 2.8

0.3 0.1 0.7
5.9 1.8 3.1

5.5 5.2 7.5

1.8 0.7 1:7

4.1 - 1.3 1.9

.17.7 20.4 20.1

0.0, .3:5 0.2

.3.6:: 1.9. 5.9
4:6 7.9

3.3 2.7. 4.6

99.8 99.9 100.2

0.2

. 0.4.

0.0

0.0

2.5..
15.1.

1.7

'0.9

9.2 .

0.0

5.8

3.7

3.6.

1.8

. 1.8

1.1

2.4

0.0'

2.4

9.5

1.0

19.4.

2".4.0P
1.7

5.4

3.2

.99.8


